In the context of eliciting preferences for decision making under risk, we ask the question: "which might be the 'best' method for eliciting such preferences?". It is well known that different methods differ in terms of the bias in the elicitation; it is rather less well-known that different methods differ in terms of their noisiness. The optimal trade-off depends upon the relative magnitudes of these two effects. We examine four different elicitation mechanisms (pairwise choice, willingness-to-pay, willingness-to-accept, and certainty equivalents) and estimate both effects. Our results suggest that economists might be better advised to use what appears to be a relatively inefficient elicitation technique (i.e. pairwise choice) in order to avoid the bias in better-known and more widely-used techniques.
INTRODUCTION
For all sorts of reasons economists frequently need to elicit people's preferences. There are different elicitation methods; sometimes economists use one method, sometimes another. This paper is concerned with trying to understand what might be the 'best' method. In this paper we concentrate attention on a particular context -the elicitation of individuals' preferences when taking decisions under risk -though our concerns and results clearly have implications in other contexts. To keep our analysis simple and concentrate on the key issues, we presume that all the individuals whose preferences we are eliciting obey expected utility theory, and that we are concerned with the estimation of their (von Neumann-Morgenstern) utility functions using different kinds of elicitation mechanisms.
There exist various methods for the assessment of von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions, see e.g. Farquahar (1984) for a review. The specific mechanisms that we are considering are the principal ones used in the recent literature and are:
1. elicitation of preferences through pairwise choice preference questions; 2. elicitation of certainty equivalents through the statement of willingness-to-pay in a secondprice auction; 3. elicitation of certainty equivalents through the statement of willingness-to-accept in a second-price offer auction; 4. elicitation of certainty equivalents using the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak mechanism.
According to Tversky et al. (1988) the latter three mechanisms can be categorized as matching procedures. In most practical applications preferences are elicited by matching procedures, e.g. willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept in contingent valuation studies or the time-trade-off method in health economics. Many empirical studies have shown that choices and matching procedures may lead to fundamentally different results. These phenomena are generally referred to as response mode effects. A well known response mode effect in decision making under risk is the preference reversal phenomenon first observed by Lichtenstein and Slovic (1974) . This phenomenon occurs if a subject prefers a safe lottery to a risky one in direct choice but assigns a higher certainty equivalent to the risky lottery. Response mode effects do also occur when comparing the single matching procedures. Most prominent in this context seems to be the disparity between willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept discussed by Coursey et al. (1987) and Sinden (1984, 1987) . This disparity is often explained by a status-quo bias (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988 ) and leads to the question which of both measures should be used in contingent valuation studies. Our results may help to answer this question.
In general, response mode effects may be caused by errors or biases in the subjects´ responses. Consequently, answering our question -which elicitation method might be bestrequires a comparison of the single methods in terms of their noisiness and in terms of involved biases. It is well known that subjects in experiments are noisy in their responses to pairwise choice questions (in that they give different answers when asked the same question on several occasions), cf. e.g. Camerer (1989) , Starmer and Sugden (1989) , Wu (1994) , Harless and Camerer (1994) , and Hey and Orme (1994) . There is no reason to believe that subjects are not also noisy when it comes to stating their certainty equivalents although we are not aware of empirical studies investigating this noise explicitly. 4 Elicitation of certainty equivalents may also involve biases: Even if it has been explained carefully to subjects that their stated willingness-to-pay in a second-price auction ought to be equal to their certainty equivalent, it is apparent that there are subjects who deliberately and consistently under-bid, see Coppinger et al. (1980) and Cox et al. (1982) . Similarly, in attempts to elicit certainty equivalents through willingness-to-accept in second-price auctions, it would appear that many subjects over-ask. The Becker-DeGroot-Marschak mechanism appears to be neutral in that there is no obvious bias in the procedure -but, nevertheless, it may be the case that subjects find the procedure too complicated and adopt some simple heuristic with an inbuilt bias.
The purpose of this paper is to see if such biases exist and how noisy the various elicitation methods are.
Our analysis is important because it would appear on a priori grounds that one of other of the certainty equivalents methods is potentially more informative than the pairwise choice method, since the latter only tells us which choice is preferred -but not by how much. However, if there is more noise in the certainty equivalents methods this might outweigh their inherent superiority.
Moreover, if there is bias in the certainty equivalents methods, it may be better to elicit utility functions through the unbiased preference method.
We have estimated the noise and bias in the various elicitation methods using experimental data. Section 2 describes the experimental design, while section 3 discusses the techniques used to estimate the noise and bias in the various methods. Section 4 presents our results where we first analyse the noise of the single methods, then their bias, and finally take both into account for a concluding evaluation. Section 5 summarises our results.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experiment was conducted at the Centre of Experimental Economics at the University of York with 24 participants. Each participant had to attend five separate sessions on five different days. After a subject had completed all five sessions, one question of one session was randomly selected and played out for real. The average payment to the subjects was £34.17 with £80
being the highest and £0 being the lowest payment.
In each of the five sessions subjects were presented the same 30 lottery pairs, 28 risky ones and two ambiguous ones (which are not analysed in this paper). All risky lotteries were composed of the four consequences £0, £10, £30, and £40. The probabilities of these consequences are recorded in the Appendix Table for all 28 lottery pairs. In the experiment lotteries were presented as segmented circles on the computer screen -see in Figure 1 .
Insert Figure 1 here
In the five sessions subjects had to perform altogether eight tasks six of which will be analysed in the present paper:
• three times report a preference in 28 pairwise choice questions (between two risky lotteries). We call this the PC task;
• report a maximal buying price (bid) for each of the 56 lotteries. We call this the BID task;
• report a minimal selling price (ask) for each of the 56 lotteries. We call this the ASK task;
• report a certainty equivalent (CE) for each of the 56 lotteries. We call this the BDM task.
For all tasks we used incentive-compatible elicitation mechanisms. Bids and asks were elicited with second-price sealed-bid auctions while for the certainty equivalents we employed the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak mechanism. We now describe the various tasks with a little more detail.
In the PC task, on the subject's computer screen both lotteries of the pair appeared as circles and subjects had to indicate whether they preferred the left lottery, or the right lottery, or neither.
After pressing the corresponding key they had to confirm their choice by pressing the return key. If a pairwise choice question was selected as reward the subject could simply play out the preferred lottery. In case of stated indifference one of the lotteries was selected by the experimenter.
In the BID task the following question appeared under each lottery: "Submit your bid for this lottery in a second-price sealed-bid auction." That is, subjects were asked to assume they did not have the lottery and had to bid to get it. They had to type in their bid and confirm it by pressing the return key. If a question of the bid treatment was selected for the reward, the subject received a payment of £y where y is the highest amount in the corresponding lottery. Moreover, if the subject submitted the highest bid for this lottery (among all subjects in the group with whom he or she completed the bid treatment) then the subject would additionally pay the second highest bid and then play out the lottery (receiving whatever outcome resulted).
The ASK task was identical to the BID task except that for each lottery a different question was asked: "Submit your offer for this lottery in a second-price offer auction". That is, subjects were asked to assume that they owned the lottery and had to make an offer to dispose of it. If a question from the ask treatment was selected for the reward, and if the subject had not submitted the lowest ask then the subject could play out the corresponding lottery. However, if he or she had submitted the lowest ask (among all subjects in the group with whom he or she completed the ask task), he or she received the second lowest ask instead of playing out the lottery.
In the BDM task the following question appeared under each lottery: "State the amount of money such that you do not care whether you will receive this amount or the lottery". If a question of the BDM task was chosen as reward we employed the standard BDM mechanism: a number z was randomly drawn between zero and y where y is the highest possible prize in the given lottery. If z was greater or equal to the answer, the subject received £z, otherwise she or he could play out the given lottery.
ESTIMATION METHOD
We use the different kinds of data to estimate the subjects' (Neumann-Morgenstern) utility functions. In this section we discuss the main conceptual issues of our estimation method; details are presented in a technical appendix.
The estimation of the parameters of the utility function from pairwise choice data follows the procedure adopted in Hey and Orme (1994 To proceed to the estimation of the parameters using maximum likelihood methods, we need to specify the distribution of the measurement error. We assume this to be normally distributed with mean 0 and variance s 2 . The magnitude of s measures the noisiness of the subject's responses: if s = 0 then the subject makes no mistakes -as s increases, the noise gets larger and larger. In the limit, when s is infinite, there is no information content in the subject's responses. There is a slight complication when the subject reports indifference (as was allowed in the experiment 5 ). Following Hey and Orme (1994) we assume that those subjects expressing indifference do so when -τ < CEL -CER + ε < τ where τ is some threshold. We estimate τ along with the other parameters.
For the certainty equivalent methods, we follow the same route. If the subject is asked to provide his or her certainty equivalent for some gamble G, we assume that the subject calculates the Expected Utility of the gamble, EUG, according to his or her utility function, and then calculates the certainty equivalent V -that is, certain amount of money that yields the same utility. We can now write V = u -1 (EUG) . Incorporating the error and modelling it as above, then we have that V = u -1 (EUG) + ε, and hence that the probability density of V being reported as the certainty equivalent of the gamble is given by f ], where f(.) is the probability density function of ε. If we now make the same assumption about the distribution of the measurement error ε -namely that it is N(0,s 2 ) -we can proceed to the estimation of the parameters of the utility function. As will be seen, we allow for a different variance s 2 for each of the elicitation mechanisms.
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We assume that subjects have a Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility function 6 and we adopt the following specific form, which embodies the normalisation that u(0) = 0 and
We need to estimate only the parameter r (the relative risk aversion coefficient) as it fully describes the utility function of the individual. As noted above, we assume that the standard deviation of the noise -that is, the magnitude of s -is different for the four different elicitation methods and we estimate them individually. We also test to see if there is any bias in the certainty equivalent elicitation methods -in the following way. We estimate a true valuation v from the reported valuation V according to the formula
Here the parameters a and b determine the bias in the reporting of the certainty equivalents. If a=0
and b=1 there is no bias. With the certainty equivalent methods, particularly with the willingnessto-pay and the willingness-to-accept questions, there are well known biases: when asked how much they are willing to pay, it is well-known that subjects underbid; when they are asked how much they are willing to accept, they over-ask. This is partly because subjects do not appear to fully understand the question and perceive it as some kind of strategic game. In contrast, a pairwise choice question seems not to be open to such a misinterpretation, particularly in the context of the usual incentive mechanism; in other words, if the subject knows that his or her stated choice on any pairwise choice question is to be played out, what (conscious or unconscious) reason is there for not replying according to his or her true preferences? Nevertheless, we also estimated the bias for pairwise choice and it turned out to be not significantly different from zero for all individuals. Consequently, in the following analysis we take PC as unbiased. 6 We have investigated other specifications -most notably that of CARA. CRRA fits significantly better. Details are available on request. 7 Details are available upon request.
RESULTS
We now report the results obtained from the experiment. We present results obtained from the certainty equivalent data (BDM, BID, and ASK) combined with the pairwise choice data (PC).
We estimate individual preferences functions subject by subject as subjects are clearly different.
That is, we estimate the parameter r for each subject using all of the choice and certainty equivalent data. We also estimate the standard deviation s for each of the elicitation methods and the parameters a and b which determine the bias in the reporting of the certainty equivalents 8 .
Insert Table 1 here
In Table 1 we report the estimations obtained at the individual level. 9 We comment first, on noise, the on bias, and finally try to combine both measures for a concluding evaluation.
(i) Noise of the elicitation methods
Our initial hypothesis that PC involves less noise than the certainty equivalent methods is confirmed by our data. Considering the average standard deviation of the methods given in the second column of Table 2 , we can conclude that the noise of PC is lowest while the noise of BID is highest. 10 Moreover, the BDM mechanism seems to be less prone to errors than ASK. Wilcoxon tests confirm that the noise of PC is significantly lower than that of BID at the 5%-level and significantly lower than the noise of BDM and ASK at the 10%-level. The differences between the single certainty equivalent methods are, however, insignificant.
Insert Table 2 here (ii) Bias of the elicitation methods
Columns 4 and 5 of Table 1 report the bias estimates for the BDM method; columns 7 and 8 report those for the BID method; and columns 10 and 11 report those for the ASK method. As noted earlier, lack of bias would have implied a value of a equal to 0 and a value of b equal to 1. Since this is clearly not always the case here, we can conclude that there is some degree of bias in the stated certainty equivalents.
Clearly the bias varies from subject to subject, as well as from elicitation method to elicitation method. Information on mean values of bias is given in columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 where the bias is calculated at £0 and £40. More precisely, the calculated bias is given by the difference between our estimated true valuation v and the reported valuation V such that bias(£0) = a and bias(£40) = a + 40(b -1). Table 2 shows that bias is always largest for BID. Comparing BDM and ASK, bias is higher for ASK at £0 and higher for BDM at £40. Wilcoxon tests confirm that the bias of BID is significantly higher than that of BDM at the 1%-level for both £0 and £40. Also the bias of BID is significantly higher that that of ASK at the 1%-level (5%-level) for £0 (£40). The difference between BDM and ASK is significant at the 5%-level for £0 but insignificant for £40.
(iii) Bias and noise
The final evaluation of an elicitation method has to take into account both, bias and noise. In order to get an aggregated view of bias and noise, we calculate the mean square error (MSE) at £0
and £40 in the last two columns of Table 2 . From this analysis we get a clear picture: PC performs best, BDM performs better then ASK, which, in turn, performs better then BID. Apart from the difference between ASK and BDM, all these differences are according to Wilcoxon tests significant at the 5%-level. Altogether, our results seem to confirm those of Schmidt and Hey (2004) who show that preference reversals are caused rather frequently by pricing errors whereas choice errors play a minor role.
To put our results in perspective, we return to our original question: suppose we want to elicit the true preferences of an individual, what might be the best method? One way of answering this is the following. Suppose we want to know whether our individual prefers a lottery A to a lottery B or vice versa. We could simply ask the individual which he or she prefers, or we could ask the individual to value the two lotteries and then see for which lottery the valuation is the highest.
The problem -as is clear from the above -is that there is noise (and bias) in the subject's responses. So let us ask the more appropriate question: suppose A is genuinely preferred to B by the subject, what is the probability that (either through pairwise choice or by valuations) the individual actually expresses the correct preference? This clearly depends on how far apart A and B are in the subject's preferences. Accordingly, we consider three different cases in which the difference in the true evaluations are either £1, £2, or £3. Clearly as the difference increases the probability of expressing the true preference increases, but how it does so depends upon the noise and the bias.
Insert Table 3 here
For each subject we calculate these probabilities (using the estimates of Table 1 ) and present the results in Table 3 . This table shows that generally but not always the PC method has the greatest probability of eliciting the true preferences. This may be because the PC method is more easily understandable by subjects in experiments than the other methods. Moreover, PC should not induce strategic behaviour which the other methods might do. Figure 3 gives a graphical presentation of the results contained in Table 3 . The figure shows the median (white line), 75% confidence interval (grey box), and 95% confidence interval for the probability that a subject expresses the correct preferences. It turns out that -consistent to previous results -the median probability is in each case highest for PC and lowest for BID. Wilcoxon tests confirm that the median probability for PC is for all three cases higher than that of BID at the 5% level and higher than those of BDM and ASK at the 10% level. The differences between the single certainty equivalent methods are, however, insignificant.
Insert Figure 3 here 6 CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have been concerned with the question: which is the 'best' method for eliciting preferences. We have analysed four standard elicitation methods, pairwise choice, willingness-to-pay, willingness-to-accept, and certainty equivalents obtained by the BDM mechanism. A particular feature of our analysis is the explicit distinction between noise and bias induced by the single methods. Our experimental data show that maximal buying prices induce the highest noise and, at the same time, the largest bias. Altogether, we find evidence that pairwise choice may be regarded as the best method in general, though for certain subjects one of the other methods may be preferable. But if one does not know anything about an individual subject, it may be best to use the pairwise choice method. Perhaps applied studies should reconsider the predominant use of matching procedures in order to elicit individual preferences. 
TECHNICAL APPENDIX
This Appendix describes the mathematics lying behind the estimation and the GAUSS programs used in the estimation. We assume throughout that the subjects make monetary evaluations of the various gambles with a normally distributed error.
In the experiment there were 4 possible outcomes £0, £10, £30 and £40. We denote the utilities of these by u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 .
We assume a CRRA utility function:
where we have normalised the function so that u 1 = 0 and u 4 = 1. A risk-neutral person has r=1.
The inverse of the utility function is
Estimation using the Certainty Equivalent data.
Denote by c j the certainty equivalent reported by the subject on question number j (j = 1,..,J We assume that this difference c -t is error, normally distributed with standard deviation s. The normal pdf of this is:
The log of the pdf is therefore
It follows that the log of the probability density of the difference is:
This is the contribution to the log-likelihood from the certainty equivalent data.
Estimation using the Preference data.
Again we assume that subjects make normally distributed errors when evaluating lotteries. When 1) The subject never reports indifference. In this case, we have that L is reported as preferred to R if ML -MR + ε ≥ 0 and that R is reported as preferred if ML -MR + ε < 0. Hence the probability that L is reported as preferred is Prob(ε≥ MR-ML) and the probability that R is reported as preferred is Prob(ε< MR-ML). Hence the probability of L (R) is:
Now we need to find expressions for the probabilities. If we denote the normal cdf by Ψ(x/s) (this is the integral of (4)) we can then write that the probability of L (R) is
Hence the log-likelihood is
2) The subject sometimes reports indifference. This is almost the same but we need some story about when the subject reports indifference. We say that L is reported as preferred when if ML -MR + ε ≥ τ that R is reported as preferred if ML -MR + ε < -τ and that indifference is reported when -τ ≤ ML -MR + ε < τ Hence the probability that L is reported as preferred is Prob(ε≥ MR-ML + τ) the probability that R is reported as preferred is Prob(ε< MR-ML -τ) and the probability that indifference is reported is Prob(MR-ML -τ ≤ ε < MR-ML + τ)
Estimating bias in the certainty equivalents.
We simply assume that there is a true valuation V and a reported valuation v which are related by
Here the parameters a and b determine the bias in the reporting of the certainty equivalents. If a=0 and b=1 there is no bias. In the text tables we report the estimated values of a and b for each of the certainty equivalent methods. We assume no bias in the pairwise choice elicitation method.
GAUSS PROGRAM -NOT FOR PUBLICATION
/* This is CRRA.EST.
It uses GAUSS to fit preference functionals to combined preference AND certainty equivalent data using the constant relative risk aversion form for the utility function. Thus, u(x) = (x/40)^r so u(0) = 0 and u(40) = 1. This version combines the three preference data sets (from occasions A, B and C) with three sources of certainty equivalent data: BDM, BID and ASK data. The three occasions for the PC data are in the files p.a p.b and p.c. For the CE methods we have that BDM is c.1, BID is c.2 and ASK is c.3.
This version uses the normal pdf for the error terms.
It is appropriate for subjects who sometimes declare indifference on the preference questions. I use indiff=-1 for subjects 20 and 21 who are always exactly risk-neutral (subjects 20 and 21). indiff=0 for those subjects who never express indifference (excluding subjects 20 and 21). indiff=1 for those subjects who sometimes express indifference.
I am going to estimate using various combinations of the data sets: ds=1 just the BDM data ds=2 just the BID data ds=3 just the ASK data ds=4 all the CE data together ds=5 just the PC data ds=6 all the CE data plus the PC data THIS PROGRAM CORRECTS FOR THE BIAS u(a+C*b)=Eu(G)+e. a and b are the intercept and the slope of the function relating the expressed CE to the true value. abdm, bbdm, abid, bbid, aask, bask are the intercept and the slope of the bias in the 3 data sets.
I assume no bias in the pairwise choice decisions. */ library maxlik; maxset; output file = d:/active/people/schmidt/two/crra/crra.out; output off; k = 24; /* k is the number of subjects */ n = 56; /* n is the number of certainty equivalent questions*/ m = 28; /* m is the number of pairwise choice questions*/ on=ones(n,1); om=ones(m,1); let _max_MaxIters = 1000; let vars = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8; eps=0.000000001; /* drop this later */ sp = 5.0; output on; print "starting s = " sp; print ""; if ds==1;print " subj exit c log-lik abdm bbdm sbdm r";endif; if ds==2;print " subj exit c log-lik abid bbid sbid r";endif; if ds==3;print " subj exit c log-lik aask bask sask r";endif; if ds==4;print " subj exit c log-lik abdm bbdm sbdm abid bbid sbid aask bask sask r ";endif; if ds==5;print " subj exit c log-lik spc r tau";endif; if ds==6;print " subj exit c log-lik abdm bbdm sbdm abid bbid sbid aask bask sask spc r tau";endif; print ""; output off; screen on; j = 1; do while j<=24; if j==20 or j==21;indiff=-1;endif; if j==1 or j==2 or j==3 or j==4 or j==5 or j==7 or j==9 or j==11 or j==12 or j==14 or j==15 or j==16 or j==18 or j==19 or j==22 or j==23;indiff=1;endif; if j==6 or j==8 or j==10 or j==13 or j==17 or j==24;indiff=0;endif; /*reading in the decisions of the subjects*/ /* first the pairwise choice on the 3 occasions */ wa = (pa [j,.] local ll,lla,lla1,lla2,lla3,llb,llb1,llb2,llb3,llc,llc1,llc2,llc3,f1,f2,f3,ll1,ll2,ll3; local abdm,bbdm,sbdm,abid,bbid,sbid,aask,bask,sask,spc,tau,r; local nw1,nw2,nw3; local u1,u2,u3,u4,uv,eul,eur,eug,cel,cer,ced,ced1,ced2,ced3; local x1a,x2a,x3a,x4a, u1a,u2a,u3a,u4a,ua,euga,cega; x1a=ones(n,1); x2a=ones(n,1); x3a=ones(n,1); x4a=ones(n,1); euga=ones(n,1); ced2=ones(n,1); u1a=ones(n,1); u2a=ones(n,1); u3a=ones(n,1); u4a=ones(n,1); cega=ones(n,1); /* we start with the PC estimation */ u1=0;u2=0.25^r;u3=0.75^r;u4=1; uv=u1|u2|u3|u4; eul=ql*uv;eur=qr*uv; cel=40*(eul^(1/r));cer=40*(eur^(1/r)); /*these are the CE of left and the CE of right */ ced=cer-cel; /*this is the difference between the two CEs */ /*print r;print cer~cel~wa~wb~wc;pause(5);*/ /*if ds==5;print ced~(ced-tau);pause(5);endif;*/ if indiff==0; f1 = cdfnc(ced/spc); /*this is the prob that z is greater than ced */ f3 = cdfn(ced/spc); /*this is the prob that z is smaller than ced */ lla1= 0.5*(3*om-wa).*(2*om-wa).*ln(f1+eps*om); lla3=0.5*(wa-2*om).*(wa-om).*ln(f3+eps*om); lla=lla1+lla3; /* this is the log-likelihood for PC occasion A */ llb1= 0.5*(3*om-wb).*(2*om-wb).*ln(f1+eps*om); llb3=0.5*(wb-2*om).*(wb-om).*ln(f3+eps*om); llb=llb1+llb3; /* this is the log-likelihood for PC occasion B */ llc1= 0.5*(3*om-wc).*(2*om-wc).*ln(f1+eps*om); llc3=0.5*(wc-2*om).*(wc-om).*ln(f3+eps*om); llc=llc1+llc3; /* this is the log-likelihood for PC occasion C */ endif; if indiff==1; f1 = cdfnc((ced+tau)/spc); /*this is the prob that z is greater than ced+tau */ f3 = cdfn((ced-tau)/spc); /*this is the prob that z is smaller than ced-tau */ f2=om-f1-f3; /*this is the prob that z is between ced-tau and ced+tau */ lla1= 0.5*(3*om-wa).*(2*om-wa).*ln(f1+eps*om); lla2=(3*om-wa).*(wa-om).*ln(f2+eps*om); lla3=0.5*(wa-2*om).*(wa-om).*ln(f3+eps*om); lla=lla1+lla2+lla3; /* this is the log-likelihood for PC occasion A */ llb1= 0.5*(3*om-wb).*(2*om-wb).*ln(f1+eps*om); llb2=(3*om-wb).*(wb-om).*ln(f2+eps*om); llb3=0.5*(wb-2*om).*(wb-om).*ln(f3+eps*om); llb=llb1+llb2+llb3; /* this is the log-likelihood for PC occasion B */ llc1= 0.5*(3*om-wc).*(2*om-wc).*ln(f1+eps*om); llc2=(3*om-wc).*(wc-om).*ln(f2+eps*om); llc3=0.5*(wc-2*om).*(wc-om).*ln(f3+eps*om); llc=llc1+llc2+llc3; /* this is the log-likelihood for PC occasion C */ endif; nw1=abdm*on+bbdm*w1; nw2=abid*on+bbid*w2; nw3=aask*on+bask*w3; eug=p*uv; /* this is the EU of the Gambles */ ced1=nw1-40*(eug^(1/r)); /* this is the difference between the stated CE and that implied by the utility function: BDM data */ x1a=(mx-nw2)/40; x2a=(mx-nw2+10)/40; x3a=(mx-nw2+30)/40; x4a=(mx-nw2+40)/40; ced3=nw3-40*(eug^(1/r)); /* this is the difference between the stated CE and that implied by the utility function: ASK data */ /* below is some old code for the BID data*/ /* ced2=nw2-40*(eug^(1/r)); */ /* this is the difference between the stated CE and that implied by the utility function: BID data */ /* coming up are some pdfs */ ll1=-ced1.*ced1/(2*sbdm^2)-ln(sbdm)-0.5*ln(6.283185308); /*this is the log density of ced1*/ ll2=-ced2.*ced2/(2*sbid^2)-ln(sbid)-0.5*ln(6.283185308); /*this is the log density of ced2*/ ll3=-ced3.*ced3/(2*sask^2)-ln(sask)-0.5*ln(6.283185308); /*this is the log density of ced3*/ if ds==1;ll=on'*(ll1);endif; if ds==2;ll=on'*(ll2);endif; if ds==3;ll=on'*(ll3);endif; if ds==4;ll=on'*(ll1+ll2+ll3);endif; if ds==5;ll=om'*(lla+llb+llc);endif; if ds==6;ll=om'*(lla+llb+llc)+on'*(ll1+ll2+ll3);endif; retp(ll); endp; proc scf(s); retp(abs(s)); /*retp(100/(1+exp(-s)));*/ endp; proc tcf(t); /*retp(abs(t));*/ retp(10/(1+exp(-t))); endp;
closeall; end.
